
Take the time to read through this instruction manual.
Familiarity with installation and operation procedures will help you obtain the best performance from your new product.
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Fairing Metal Mesh Speaker Grilles Installation 
Instructions

NOTE: The mesh parts in this kit are designed to replace the 
front speaker grille cloth on 1996-2013 HD Street Glides, 

Ultras, Classics, and Standards.

 Installation procedure

1.  Remove your outer fairing.

NOTE: A towel or something similar is suggested to be placed over your front fender to 
help in preventing dings or scratches during installation.

2.  Remove the speaker/grille assembly from the bike. 

NOTE: The factory grille cloth is glued to a plastic mesh, and together, is two-way taped to 
the main body of the grille assembly. You can usually peel away the mesh from the body 
of the grille by hand. With the factory grille cloth/mesh off, you should see the exposed 
two-way tape used to hold the factory mesh on the main grille body. In most cases, 
the factory two-way tape will hold the new mesh in place, but the new two-way tape 
is supplied in the box if you need it (most adhesives work best at room temperature or 
higher).

3.  Take a moment and ensure the new mesh is oriented so everything lines up properly 
and then re-install the speaker/grille assembly into the fairing.

NOTE: For custom applications, the metal mesh is thick enough that 
it should not warp during powder coating, polishing, chroming, or 
other similar processing.

For updated information (the latest Instruction Manual, etc.), 
please visit the following website:

https://manual.kenwood.com/en_contents/search/


